Farmville Police Department
Police Activity Log
December 10 – December 17, 2018

RESPOND TO:

December 10, 2018

12:50 pm Officers advised to do a welfare check in the 100 block of Callaway Lane. Contact made, all was okay.

1:09 pm Officers advised of a burglar alarm at the Benchmark bank on S Main. False alarm.

4:32 pm Officers responded to a hold up alarm at Food lion. False alarm.

5:12 pm Officers advised that West Third and Industrial Park Rd was icy and requested Public Works to respond. On call worker contacted and responded.

December 11, 2018

12:17 am Officers advised of a wanted person from Amherst County that is currently at the Centra ER. Warrants served.

12:53 pm Officers responded to a residence on Bizzarre St for a subject that reportedly needed to go to Crossroads. The caller stated the subject was wanting help. Officer gave subject a courtesy ride to her residence on Osborn Rd. Female subject will be going to Crossroads in the morning. Assistance made.

6:12 pm Officers responded to the Farmville Police Department for serving a warrant on a subject. Arrest made and subject taken to Piedmont Regional Jail.

7:07 pm Officers responded to Centra Southside Hospital to serve an Emergency Custody Order (ECO) on a subject. A Temporary Detention Order (TDO) has been issued and a Cumberland Deputy arrived and took custody of the subject. Assist made.

7:45 pm Officers responded to a residence on S. Virginia St for a report of suspicious activity. Advice given.
7:53 pm Officer respond to the ICA facility for a wanted subject. Arrest was made and subject was taken to Piedmont Regional Jail.

9:27 pm Officer responded to the ICA facility for a wanted subject. Arrest was made and subject taken to magistrate’s office where they were released to a family member.

December 12, 2018

5:02 am Officers responded to the Day’s Inn for a report of shots fired. Two shots were fired into the door of a room that was occupied, but no one was injured. Detective responded as well. Officers still on scene at the time of this report.

11:05 am Officers responded to Bragg St for a welfare check on a subject walking down the street who was constantly stopping and kneeling down. Officer made contact with subject and everything is ok. The subject has medical issues with COPD. Assist made.

12:31 pm Officers responded to Discount Furniture for a burglar alarm. Officers out with the key holder and checked the business and everything is ok. Alarm set off by accident.

4:10 pm Officers responded to a residence on Layne St for a verbal dispute. Officer advising everything was ok, verbal only and no assault. Warrant options advised.

5:26 pm Officers responded to the area of West Third St for a report of suspicious activity where a subject was following a vehicle and flashing their headlights. Assist made.

7:54 pm Officer responded to the ICA facility reference to a wanted subject. Arrest made and subject was taken to Piedmont Regional Jail.

8:22 pm Officers responded to Belk for an employee caught stealing. Summons issued.

9:18 pm Officers responded to a residence on Callaway Lane for a report of suspicious activity. Officers advised that everything is ok and no report made.
December 13, 2018

12:11 am  Officers responded to East End Motors for a report of a traffic hazard, with someone in the roadway flagging traffic. Assist made.

6:58 am  Detective noticed headlights from a vehicle on at Dollar Bill’s. It was just an employee there early. Assist made.

2:58 pm  Officers and Fire responded to a head on collision at S Main and Peery Dr. No injuries but roadway blockage and product leakage. Report made.

3:58 pm  Officers responded to ICA for 2 wanted persons who were both served. Arrest made.

8:16 pm  Officers responded to ICA for 2 wanted persons who were both served. Arrest made.

7:04 pm  Officers responded to the area of Church St for a report of damage to a repossession truck by the vehicle that was being repossessed. Owner took the vehicle and fled. Vehicle was later located at an address in town.

7:52 pm  Officer spoke with an individual who received an email threatening to bomb their business if money was not provided. Detective also spoke with them and after looking into it, realized it was a scam. This is a common scam now. Advice given.

8:24 pm  Officers responded to the hospital for a Temporary Detention Order that needed transport to Virginia Baptist. Female was transported. Assist made.

10:29 pm  Officers responded to the hospital for an Emergency Custody Order. Subject was later released.

December 14, 2018

9:31 am  Officers responded to a burglar alarm at Citizens Banks Bank on W. Third Street. Alarm set off by accident as they were testing the alarms.

10:33 am  Officers responded to a residence on W Third Street to assist Social Services to check the residence. Assist made.
12:30 pm Officer responded to a residence on Church St to serve a warrant. Summons was issued.

1:23 pm Officer responded to Beauty Mart to take a report of shoplifting that occurred about an hour ago. Report made.

1:54 pm Officer responded to Beauty Mart to take a report of an additional shoplifting incident that occurred at their other location about two hours ago by the same female from earlier. Report made.

3:35 pm Officers responded to Wells Fargo Bank for a burglar alarm. Alarm set off by maintenance worker in error. Assist made.

7:29 pm Officers responded to the ICA facility for a wanted subject. Arrest was made and subject was taken before the magistrate. Subject was released to Nexxus.

7:48 pm Officers responded to the Piedmont Regional Narcotics Task Force Office for a burglar alarm. Officers checked and advised everything was ok. Alarm set off by accident.

8:02 pm Officers responded to the days Inn for an assault call. Options were advised and advice given.

December 15, 2018

2:21 pm Officer responded to a residence on High St for a report of illegal parking. Vehicles moved, assist made.

2:42 pm Officer responded to Farmers Bank for a two vehicle accident with no injury. Summons issued.

3:49 pm Officers responded to the area of Germantown Rd for a report of a red Ford focus checking all of the mailboxes along the road. Prince Edward Sheriff’s unit has the vehicle stopped. Assist made.

7:21 pm Officers were requested to respond to a residence on Hylawn Ave by the rescue squad. Originally the squad call was for a subject that had fallen. The squad advised it was a possible stroke and the subject refused transport. The subject was intoxicated and had been fighting with a subject at the
residence. Subject was taken by officer to his mother’s residence on Hill St. Assist made.

9:48 pm Officers were out on a Checking Detail on N. Main St. Assist made.

11:59 pm Officers were out on a Checking Detail on S. Main St. Assist made.

December 16, 2018

1:41 am Officers responded to a burglar alarm at Barnes and Noble. Officer advised alarm set off by accident and keyholder had also called to advise we could disregard.

2:16 am Officer reporting being out with a possible DUI suspect on S. Main St. Arrest made.

2:41 am Officer reporting being out with a possible DUI suspect on S. Main St. Arrest made.

3:11 am Officers responded to a residence on W. Osborn Rd for a domestic disturbance. Officer transported one subject to a residence on Hamlett Lane to separate parties. Report made along with assist made.

5:00 pm Officers advised of possible credit card fraud that occurred at the Valero on South Main. Report made.

7:08 pm Officers advised of a dead deer in the roadway at East Third and Vaughan. Officer moved it out the road for Public works Monday morning.

8:06 pm Officers advised of a male that hit a female in the parking lot of Main Street Lanes. The female sprayed the male with pepper spray and left the scene. Male arrested for being drunk in public.